### What did you like most about the course

I liked discussion of international social issues! It had never been discussed in a class before, and I thought it was very interesting how it all tied back to apparel industry.

What I liked most about International Textiles and Apparel Trade was the fact that I was challenged to look at the cultures, lifestyles, economies, and current events taking place throughout the world in regions unlike the United States. My eyes were open to how our world is a global community and I have been able to think about the different topics we covered throughout the semester, trade in particular, in a new and more informed way given that I now have the knowledge of the global aspects and connectivity of the world.

I liked that we were learning about what was going on around the world and finding out about the real issues of trade.

I enjoyed the diversity the class offered. It wasn’t the same kind of routine every day, so it was nice to have switch ups versus only lectures. I enjoyed learning about so many different countries and global citizenship. Overall it’s a very valuable and interesting course.

Working with the people we interviewed for our final project.

I learned a lot more than I used to know about global trade and how it affects so many people.

I liked learning about the different countries and how trade affects all of them.

I liked the material we learned most about the course. I loved learning about other perspectives and how countries interact within the global community.

I loved the material covered in the course. I felt it was very well presented and organized, so that all the material was easy to follow and understand how all the topics related to another.

I enjoy the course material in general. I think she talked about a lot of things that I have not ever gotten the chance to learn. She forced us to look at many other places around the world that we would probably otherwise not have tried to learn about.

Learning about India, a country that I knew little about before, but now know a lot about.

I liked the everything about the course. It was enjoyable learning about current and past issues in other countries.

R404 and Professor Embry have challenged me the most about world views and how a job in apparel would affect the world. This is the only course that truly does this within the AMID program. I also like Embry's take on the state of globalization and the possible solutions international companies and governments could do to increase standards of living.

### What did you like least about the course

I didn’t like country project. Although I see the connection of researching a country's stats and info, I didn’t like that the final paper assignment was very broad.

I didn’t like the reflections.

I felt that some of the concepts were dense and hard to translate into our product.

The trade agreement concepts are very confusing.

The only thing I would change would be to have the country presentations be to the whole class instead of in small groups, because I was bummed to miss out on hearing everything. I thought the presentations I did were great and I would have liked to see more.

The actual information learned doesn’t apply directly to what I want to do in my career. But it’s still good to know and the course taught me how to think more objectively.

I didn’t really dislike anything; this course can be a lot of work though a lot of research stuff.

### Please share other thoughts or comments you have with regard to the items and response options of this online course questionnaire.

Professor Embry provides students with lectures that are stimulating, interesting, and challenging. Her format for class includes various forms of lecture materials, such as powerpoint presentations, video, open discussion, and group discussion that I personally think other instructors should take note of and ultimately follow in order to spark student participation and retain students’ attention spans throughout the entirety of class time. She poses questions that make students really sit back and think about forming answers and grow not only in their knowledge of course topics but as citizens of the global community, not just recite textbook definitions. There are certain academic role models students have the privilege of experiencing during their college years and I can say with full confidence that Professor Embry is an instructor who supports students in becoming graduates who value the impact they make on the world, something I have noticed from day one in this class and wish I could feel about all instructors.

This class is very challenging. It requires to think in a much deeper different way then you are used to thinking.

I loved the semester long project on a country of our choice- I really made me take something away from the course and very much personalized what we were learning- bringing the material to a whole new level.

I enjoyed the class and I actually learned a lot about the world.